Analysis of optical properties of fundamental-mode in waveguide tapered fibers
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1. Introduction

There are many research works and applications have been studied towards the optical characteristics of the tapered fibers because they have great applications in different technologies such as supercontinuum generation, pulse compression applications, useful optical fiber components and sensitive sensors [1–6]. A tapered waveguide must be regarded as a three-layer structure (core–cladding and external medium). The transmission spectra of optical characteristics are influenced by the refractive index of the external medium, refractive index profile of fiber and the tapered shape of the device. The dispersion characteristics of the tapered fiber can be easily modified by applying new optical materials such as optical liquids or optical polymers surrounding the tapered fiber. When the mode fields of the guiding lights penetrate the pure-silica cladding deep enough to overlap the outer new materials, the effective indices of guiding lights can be modulated and this is called the material dispersion engineering [5]. An optimal tapered fiber structure for a short-wavelength-pass filter with sharp and high cutoff efficiency has been achieved and demonstrated [7]. However, characteristics of SMF-28 tapered fiber of fundamental-mode cutoff (FMC) influenced by the waveguide structures (cladding diameters) have not discussed in the published papers so far. Therefore, in this paper, for the first time, an analysis of optical properties of fundamental-mode in waveguide tapered fibers is theoretically investigated and realized. The presented device is based on SMF-28 tapered fibers with few tens of micrometers of pure-silica cladding diameter which plays as a new core after tapering. To discuss the cladding size affects the fundamental-mode cutoff and the optical characteristics (transmission spectra) of the devices; the pure-silica cladding of the tapered fibers are etched to reduce different sizes and immersed in the same optical liquid for comparing the waveguide properties.

2. Principle and tapered fiber structure

To investigate the influences of cladding size of the waveguide structure to the fundamental-mode in tapered fibers. Mode fields should be extended and covered over the whole waveguide structures. The simplest way to expose the mode fields of guiding lights is tapering technique and then modifies the structure of the waveguide tapered devices; therefore, propagation constant: β of the fundamental-mode will be changed. That means effective index (n eff = β/k, k is wave number: k = 2π/λ), delay time: τ (by differentiating β with k) and chromatic dispersion (by differentiating τ with λ) of the device are varied, as well as fundamental-mode cutoff (FMC) and the optical characteristics of the tapered filters. The studied tapered fiber filters are made by tapering standard single-mode fibers (SMF-28) with the original ratio of diameters of core and cladding, D cl 125 μm and D cl 125 μm, respectively. For simplification and practical considerations, three samples of tapered fibers with original cladding diameter D cl of 50, 40, and 30 μm which means that corresponding remained-core size D cl is about 3.28, 2.624, and 1.968 μm, respectively. In our simulation study, we assume that germanium in the fiber core does not diffuse out into pure-silica cladding through the tapering processes. The tapered fibers are all chemically etched using hydrofluoric acid to remove part of silica cladding for reducing cladding diameter D cl and to compare the curves of FMC wavelengths, FMC slopes and transmission losses with different waveguide structures of tapers. Fig. 1 shows diagram of the structure for the proposed devices: (a) before and (b) after etching with the original cladding diameter D cl of 50 μm and etched cladding diameter D cl of 40 μm with the identical core size.
Here, \( L \) is uniform taper length, and \( \tau \) is taper transition length. The tapered fibers are all immersed in the same Cargille® optical liquids for implementing dispersion engineering through the control of the material dispersion. In this simulation case, the Cargille® liquid with the index of \( n_0 = 1.456 \) at 28.5 °C is fixed and used to be a surrounding medium.

In the numerical simulations, optical transmission spectra are calculated by the numerical finite difference beam propagation method (FD-BPM) to simulate the cut-off phenomena, propagation constant and propagation performance of electric or magnetic field of the wave through the devices [8,9].

We consider the propagation of a circularly symmetric electric field \( \Psi(r, z) = \psi(r, z) \exp(-i2\beta z) \) through an optical tapered fiber, the well known paraxial Helmholtz equation for the FD-BPM in cylindrical coordinates may be simplified as below [9]

\[
2ikn_0 \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial z} = \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial r} \right) + \left( k^2 n_0^2 - \beta^2 \right) \psi
\]

where \( \Psi \) is circularly symmetric electric field for the slowly varying field, \( \psi \) is amplitude of the \( \Psi \), \( k = 2\pi/\lambda \) is wave number, \( \beta(z) \) is the propagation constant at a point \( z \) in the tapered fiber, and \( n_0 \) is a refractive index of the medium. By solving Eq. (1) using finite difference method [8,9] which adaptively recalculates the amplitude of the waveguide structure at all \( z \) positions where the \( \beta \) varies in the direction of propagation axis with an initial condition input field \( \psi_0(r, z = 0) \). Once the distribution \( \psi(z, z = 0) \) is calculated at the end of the tapered fiber at \( z = L \), transmission can be obtained by normalizing the output power \( \langle |\Psi|^2 \rangle \) with the input power \( \langle |\Psi_0|^2 \rangle \) and the effective index \( n_{\text{eff}} \) is calculated by \( n_{\text{eff}} = \beta/k \) at a certain wavelength \( \lambda \) at the same time. By scanning \( \lambda \), transmission and effective index profiles versus \( \lambda \) can be readily obtained.

### 3. Simulation results and discussion

By applying FD-BPM approach, we have calculated the propagation characteristics of the presented devices to evaluate the influences by the cladding size of the waveguide taper. In our simulation, uniform tapered waist length of \( L = 1.5 \) cm, and taper transition length \( \tau \) fixed 1.2 cm are used. The refractive index dispersion profiles of three-layer tapered structure are germanium doped core \( (n_c) \), pure-silica cladding \( (n_{cl}) \), and optical liquid surrounding \( (Cargille) \); \( n_0 = 1.456 \) at 28.5 °C for dashed line respectively, shown in Fig. 2. Because chromatic dispersion is the sum of waveguide dispersion and material dispersion, therefore the effective index (as well as waveguide dispersion) can be controlled by the proper choice of the waveguide parameters (structures), while the material dispersion is almost independent of these parameters.

Figs. 3–5 show different cladding sizes of waveguide tapered fibers where Figs. 3–5 show: (a) entire scale, (b) small scale of the transmission spectra to display cutoff wavelengths and loss more clearly, and (c) calculated effective indices for different structures of devices. From the simulation results, one can see the slopes of fundamental-mode cutoff (FMC) and cutoff wavelengths in the transmission spectra can be influenced and changed when the waveguide structures of the tapered fiber change. The cutoff condition is occurred when normalized propagation constant \( b \) for fundamental-mode approaches to zero, which \( b \) is defined by [10]:

\[
D_{\text{co}}/D_{\text{cl}} = 3.28/10\mu m
\]

For interpretation of color in Figs. 1–6, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.
the tapered fiber, respectively. Slightly toward longer wavelength when cladding sizes reduced, the fundamental-mode would not stretch out more and not be affected by external medium which will not resulted much loss in wavelengths of stopband (around 1.55–1.65 μm). However, the sharpest slopes of FMC is found when $D_{cl} = 40 \mu m$ because in this case the effective index of the fundamental-mode changes suddenly in the cutoff wavelength by which a high rejection efficiency can be readily obtained. One can see Fig. 3b for more clearly and can find the cutoff wavelengths are almost the same when cladding sizes are 50, 40 and 30 μm while cutoff wavelength of 10 μm cladding is longer than those of 20 μm cladding. The results can be explained by the calculated effective index of the tapered fibers with the same remained core while silica cladding sizes are different which is shown in Fig. 3c. In Fig. 3c, cross points (cutoff wavelengths) of $n_{eff}$ and $n_0$ (external medium) profiles tend very slightly toward longer wavelength when cladding sizes reduced by etching, especially under $D_{cl} < 30 \mu m$. The $n_{eff}$ profile tends to lower and flatter when $D_{cl}$ reduces. It is because that the tapered cladding plays the role of the new core and the fundamental-mode field spreads out into non-dispersive external medium more when the diameter of tapered cladding decreases. When original cladding size of tapered fiber are $D_{cl} = 40$ and 50 μm, the fundamental-mode field is confined in the new core very well and the properties of transmission spectra of the both cases are similar which are different with those cladding sizes are etched – 30, 20 and 10 μm. It also can be demonstrated by the mode field distribution from the published paper [7], if the diameter of tapered fiber $< 33 \mu m$ (the cladding size), the fundamental-mode field will be strongly extended into surrounding region and subjected a smoother cutoff slope of the transmission spectra due to the effective index of fundamental-mode is getting flat since optical liquid is non-dispersive than silica which are shown in Fig. 2. But in the cases of cladding sizes 50 and 40 μm which are shown in blue-solid and green-dashed lines in Fig. 3c, respectively; mode are confined well in short wavelengths with higher effective index while sharply changed in the cutoff condition and suffers large loss at rejection band. Therefore, high rejection efficiency at the cutoff wavelengths can be obtained on these two cases. It is worth to know, effective index slopes (cross angle between effective index and surrounding) will strongly affect the slopes of FMC. From the above results, a high effective index slope (large cross angle) will make a sharp slope of FMC because it is caused by a rapid variation of effective index within narrow wavelength range. Again, Fig. 4 shows the original tapered size of the cladding is 40 μm with remained-core size is reduced to be 2.624 μm. From Fig. 4a and b, one can see the optical properties of FMC are very similar with
served in Fig. 5 with the case of original tapered new core (shown on gray-solid line of Fig. 4b). It also can be observed when cladding size is less than 5 \(\mu\)m and much higher loss (>3 dB) can be observed when cladding size is 30 \(\mu\)m and 20 \(\mu\)m, respectively and Fig. 4c, the slopes of the effective indices of this case are more flatting than those of the case in Fig. 3c. Therefore, slopes of resection profiles are more flatting and the cutoff wavelengths shift toward longer wavelengths when cladding sizes reduces. Especially, when \(D_{co}/D_{cl}=2.624/5\) \(\mu\)m, cutoff wavelength tends to longer wavelength (shown on gray-solid line of Fig. 4c) and in this case, the mode field is strongly loss due to such a small new core (shown on gray-solid line of Fig. 4b). It also can be observed in Fig. 5 with the case of original tapered \(D_{cl}=30\) \(\mu\)m. It is about 1 dB loss around cutoff wavelength when the cladding size is etched and reduced to 10 \(\mu\)m and much higher loss (>3 dB) can be observed when cladding size is less than 5 \(\mu\)m since most of fundamental-mode power is dissipated in the external liquid (new cladding). Therefore, the effective index of the structures \(D_{cl}<5\) \(\mu\)m are near optical liquid, shown in Fig. 5c. In order to analyze and compare the waveguide dispersion affects on the cutoff characteristics of the transmission spectra, a comparison analysis for the same cladding size with different remained core diameters is shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6a and b displays the transmission spectra for the same cladding size with \(D_{cl}=20\) \(\mu\)m and 30 \(\mu\)m, respectively and Fig. 6c and d shows the corresponding effective indices dispersion profiles. From the results of Fig. 6c and d, the cutoff wavelength shifts toward short wavelength when remained core diameters \((D_{co})\) decreases while the slopes of cutoff efficiencies (slopes) are almost the same since they are with the same cladding sizes \((D_{cl})\).

From the above simulated results, the cutoff wavelength is mainly dominated by the remained-core sizes and the slopes of fundamental-mode cutoff (FMC) will be influenced by the cladding sizes. On the other words, the slopes of FMC are strongly dependent on the ratio of fundamental-mode field stretched out to the non-dispersive optical liquid surrounding. Such a tapered filter can be very useful as a short pass filter, shaped filter for sensing application, laser technology and fiber communication systems. In other words, by choosing a proper core and cladding size with a selected external medium, an optimal and practical filtering device with desired cutoff characteristics of transmission can be obtained through the waveguide dispersion controlled processes.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated and demonstrated that remained core and cladding sizes are important factors for the cutoff wavelengths, slopes of cutoff, and transmission loss in the SMF-28 tapered fibers. From the analytical simulation results, concentration and size of remained core are mainly dominating the cutoff wavelength of spectra of the fundamental-mode cutoff (FMC). On the other hand, diameter of cladding and refractive index of surrounding will control the amount of fundamental-mode field extended to the surrounding region and the slope of FMC will be strongly influenced as well. Therefore, the cutoff efficiency, cutoff wavelengths and transmission characteristics could be optimized and synthesized through the waveguide dispersion control processes by choosing a proper core and cladding size with a selected external medium.
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